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Objective

The overall objective of the JCF project is to provide a general framework for CAD/CAE tools that serves as a general software infrastructure for building, maintaining and configuring open, integrated CAD/CAE environments. As well as domain-neutral services, the framework will include domain-specific extensions, particularly for the support of CAD applied to microelectronic circuits and systems.

Project 7364 is the first part of the main phase of the overall project, whose start-up phase was project 5082. Its general aim is to produce a series of upwardly compatible, stable, stepwise-enhanced JESSI Common Framework releases. Some partners will start to exploit these releases during the project in order to facilitate the
early production of commercial versions.

Work will be conducted in four technical subprojects:

- framework development
- framework support and promotion
- framework evaluation, involving users to assess and evaluate the framework releases
- applied framework research.
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